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On Cohen-Macaulay Rings 
It is well known that the reduced ring, Crea , of a Cohen-Macaulay local 
ring C, of finite characteristic, need not be Cohen-Macaulay (for example, 
see [l, p. 1251). In fact, in this case, even if C is a complete intersection Crea 
need not be Cohen-Macaulay. In this note, we give an example (see-proposi- 
tion and the remarks following the proposition) in characteristic zero, of a 
Cohen-Macaulay ring C, such that the reduced ring is not Cohen-Macaulay. 
Thus, we settle in the negative, a conjecture of Hartshorne [l, 5.17, p. 1261. 
Let A be a regular local ring of dimension 2, and let m = (x, y) the maximal 
ideal. Assume the characteristic of k = A/m is zero. 
Choose g E A[TJ such that 
(a) g is a manic separable polynomial of degree I; I > 2, 
(b) 301 E A such that g = (T - #(mod xA[T]). 
Put A’ = A[T]/(g), B = A[T, q/(g, (S - T)3, and X, p the images of T, 
S in B, respectively. 
Now, A’ is a free A-module of rank Z, and B is a free A’-module of rank 2. 
A’ has no nilpotents since g is a separable polynomial. Let q~ B -+ A’ be the 
homomorphism induced by p’: A[T, Sj --t A[T] such that ~‘(7’) = T, 
v’(S) = T, so it follows that y(X) = h and y,(p) = X. Then, ker q~ = iV = 
nilradical of B, and furthermore, if E = p - h, multiplication by E gives an 
isomorphism of A’ onto iV. 
Let A, = A[;\, ,uy], A, = A[p, hx], A” = Ab], and C = A, n A, . 
LEMMA 1. x is a nonzero divisor on the A-module B/A, . 
Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram of A-modules with 
exact rows: 
t t t 
0-EA~,A,---+A,~(A,)-0. 
Note that A, = A’ @ EYA’, so that v(A,) = A’, and CA’ n A, = cyA’. 
Therefore, B/A, w A’/yA’, and since A’ is a free A-module, A’/yA’ has no 
x-torsion. 
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LEMMA 2. y  is a nonzero divisor on the A-module A/A, . 
Pro@. Since y(A”) = dA,) = A’, B/A” (resp. B/A,) is isomorphic to 
EA’/EA’ n A” (resp. EA’/EA’ n A,). 
Step 1. To compute l A n A”. Let h E A[T]. Then, h(p) = h(h) + &‘(A). 
From this, we get that h(p) belongs to EA’ if and only if h = g$ for some 
f 6 A[T]. In which case, h(p) = f (X)g’(X). We have proved, therefore, that 
A” n GA’ = Eg’(h) A’. 
Step 2. To compute EA’ n A,. Any element of A, can be written as 
2 = 01 + @ix), where 01, /3 E A”, since (Ax)~ E A”. 
We have 2 = (LX + /$.Lx) - 6x& From which we get 2 E EA’ is equivalent 
to 2 + GX/~ = 2 + excp(/I) E GA’ n A”. This proves that EA’ n A, = 
EA’ n A” + EXA’ = Eg’(X)A + EXA. NOW, B/AZ m A’/(x, g’(X)) A’ NN 
A/xA[T]/(g( T), g’(T)). But g’ divides g in A/xA[ T] because of the restriction 
put on g by (b). 
Hence, B/A, w A/xA[Tl/(g’(T)), h h w ic is certainly a free A/xA-module 
(of rank = I - 1) and so, y  is a nonzero divisor on B/A, . 
LEMMA 3. C = A, n A, is a free A-module of rank = 21. 
Proof. We only have to check the following: ax = by, a, b E C => 3c E C 
such that a = cy and b = cx. 
Such a ‘c’ certainly exists in B, since B is a free A-module. Now, cx = 
bECCA1z-cEAr,fromLemmal. 
In a similar way, it follows that c E A, and, therefore, c E A, n A, = C. 
LEMMA 4. The A-module A’/rp(C) is nonxero and is of j&e bngtk. 
We require first 
LEMMA 5. A’ + A” = 3. 
Proof. B is generated as an A-module by (P, &PI, n 3 0. But tP = 
(h + E)* = Xn + n&~-~ = (1 - n) P + n@-i, so that &V-l E A’ + A” 
for all n. > 1. This proves Lemma 5. 
Proof of Lemma 4. 
&P(C) = d4) n d4Id4 n 4 
w EAr n (A, + A&A’ n A, + EA’ n A, 
= EA’/ExA’ + cyA’ + eg’(X)A’ 
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In the proof of Lemma 2, it was seen that A/xA[TJ/(g(T),g’(T)) is a free 
A/xA module of rank = Z-l. Hence, A//y(C) is a free k-module of rank 
Z-l 3 1, by assumption. 
PROPOSITION. The A-module y(C) is not free (and consequently, not 
Cohen-Macaulay, even though C is Cohen-Macaulay). 
Proof. Since 0 -+ q(C) -+ A’ --+ A’/p(C) -+ 0 is exact, and A’ is a free 
A-module, and A’/q(C) is nonzero of finite length, it follows that p(C) has 
depth = 1, as an A-module, and hence, is not free. 
Remarks. (a) If  we assume A is complete and g is irreducible, then C is 
local and we are in the situation of conjecture [l, 5.17, p. 1261. We may, even 
in the general case, localize at a suitable maximal ideal of C. 
(b) Take A = K[[x, y]], and g = T2 - X. Then, C is 
K[[zP, us, V, VUE, V(U + E)]], where e2 = 0 and Cred N K[[u2, u3, v, VU]]. 
(c) In what went above, Char K = 0 was used only in Lemma 5, and 
there it is enough to assume that Char K = p > 1, so that the example in (b) 
above works for all p 2 3. If  p = 2, it can be shown by explicit calculations 
that Crea is a set theoretic complete intersection. 
(d) We do not know whether our examples are all set theoretic complete 
intersections. 
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